


ouro is a time management tool. 
It only shows you what you need so 

 you can focus on what really matters.



ouro is
Focused Mindful

Purposeful



Brand Language

ouro is intentional. 
It isn’t childish or complex.

It is exactly what it needs to be.



Logo Elements
Full Color

The logo represents the 
continuous and cyclical 
movement of time. The  
segments parallel tasks.

The wordmark is based 
on the geometric style of 
Futura. It is simple, and 
curved like the band itself.

This combination is used 
most frequently. The logo  
is scaled so the inner circle 
is the same size as the o.

This variant is rarely used. 
Only at the top, always 
cropped, and closer to the 
left. Box shows placement.

One Color Black and White

Use a 40% tint of black  
in place of light blue.

Use a 40% tint of Bold Blue  
in place of light blue.



Minimum Size

Minimum WebMinimum Print

10 px.125”

15 px.2”

15 px.2”

32 px.45”

Backgrounds

Grey    0 – 5% black

Lighter Blue

Grey    #ffffff – f5f5f5

White



The thick part of the  
right side sets the space.

White Space

The space all around  
is equal to the height.

Height of ouro sets the 
space on top and bottom. 
Width of logo set sides.

This mark needs to be  
surrounded to be used.

More space is preferred.



Color Pallet

Bold Blue
80, 47, 18, 1
#3977a2

Light Blue
30, 12, 11, 0
#afc7d3

Lighter Blue
7, 2, 2, 0
#e3ecf0

White
0, 0, 0, 0 
#ffffff

Colors in Proportion



Typography

HeaderDesigned in 1927 
by Paul Renner

abcdefghijklm 
nopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ

0123456789

. ! ? & % , ; ”  -  – —

Designed in 1996 
by Matthew Carter 

abcdefghijklm 
nopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ

0123456789

. ! ? & % , ; ”  -  – —

Futura
The elegant geometric style 
of Futura mirrors the form 
of the ouro band.

Print
Futura Book is used for 
headlines or large text.

Web
Never used online.

Subhead

Body Copy

Verdana
Verdana is used for it’s 
conservative readability in 
print and pixel form.

Print
Verdana is used for all copy 
or small text. Bold is used 
for subheads.

Web
All text is set in Verdana. 
Headlines and sub heads 
are set in bold. Any copy or 
other text is regular.

Headers are set in Futura 
book. They are Bold Blue 
and should be much larger 
than sub heads and copy.

Subheaders are set in 
Verdana bold. They are a 
75% tint of black and only 
a little bigger than copy. 

Copy is set in Verdana. It 
uses an 85% tint of black 
and should always be close 
to 9pt on 13pt leading.



Never Do This Seriously. Don’t.
Distort Proportions Center logo Step colors Gradient background

Logo before ouro Use uncropped Only light blue Saturated background

Logo as o Change spacing Reverse colors Jarring background

Capitalize ouro Change scale Unspecified colors Similar background



From sketch to finish. 
Developing the brand of ouro.

logo, website, brand book, and package

Process



Ideas



Logos



Website



Packaging



plan with purpose
There are no games
There is no messaging
There are no apps
There is no internet

Point of SaleThe Band



Brand Book



Brand Book




